
The teens in your life will be excited about these top reading picks from our book experts. 

Grades 6–8
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Brown Girl Dreaming 
— Jacqueline Woodson
For any dreamers wondering 
where their dreams can take 
them, author Jacqueline 
Woodson can show the way.  
Spare, elegant, accessible poems 
tell the story of her own life and 
family, and her early dreams of 
being a story teller.

I Kill the Mockingbird
— Paul Acampora
Three high school freshmen plot 
to make reading the classic novel 
To Kill a Mockingbird the next 
“big thing.” This is one for book 
lovers everywhere!

Popular, A Memoir: 
Vintage Wisdom for a 
Modern Geek
— Maya Van Wagenen
What does it mean to be popular 
and can anyone achieve it?  
When her mom dares her to 
follow the instructions in a 1950s 
teen etiquette guide, eighth 
grader Maya takes the challenge, 
and endures the funny, surprising 
consequences.

Sisters
—Raina Telgemeier
Three weeks. Two sisters. One 
family road trip. A true story.

Shadow Hero
— Gene Luen Yang
A superhero origin story where 
Hank, a young man who just 
wants to run his father’s grocery 
store, must defend his family. 
Action-filled and funny, this 
graphic novel bams and zings 
with the best of them.

This One Summer
— Mariko Tamaki
This beautifully drawn graphic 
novel tells the story of two friends 
who have spent their summers 
together at Awago Beach since 
they were little.  But this summer 
is different, full of secrets and 
heartache, and it’s a good thing 
Rose and Windy have each other.

Through the Woods
— Emily Carroll
This award-winning comic creator 
shares her macabre imagination 
with readers in this collection of 5 
illustrated, spine-tingling tales.

Fantasy League
— Mike Lupica
You don’t have to be a good 
football player to become famous 
for football. Twelve-year-old 
Charlie’s skill at fantasy football 
gets him a little more attention 
than he was expecting, both from 
the media and from a pro football 
team!
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We also recommend books by these 
authors and illustrators:
Walter Dean Myers – inspirational writing at 
its finest with no punches pulled, no stereotypes 
unchallenged.

A.S. King – damaged characters, magical realism, 
and underdogs fighting to overcome make for 
addictive reading.

Jacqueline Woodson – tell-it-like-it-is fiction for 
anyone struggling to be themselves. 

David Levithan – perfect for readers who like 
their laughs tinged with a few tears. 

Matt de la Peña – good-hearted characters that 
are a little rough around the edges that stay with 
you long after you’ve finished the book.

Complicit
— Stephanie Kuehn
When Jamie’s sister Cate was sent 
to juvenile detention, everyone was 
relieved. Especially Jamie. “Crazy 
Cate” lied, stole and set fire to a 
neighbor’s barn. Jamie enjoyed calm 
for two years, until the day he found 
out Cate got out of detention and is 
coming to find him.

Little Fish: A Memoir
— Ramsey Beyer
This straight-edge teen captures 
her first year as a college student 
through comics and mementos. 
Teens who love doodles, lists, and 
typewriters will be immediately 
drawn to the aesthetic of the book.

My True Love Gave to 
Me: Twelve Holiday 
Stories
— Stephanie Perkins (editor)

Many of today’s popular and 
talented YA authors (Holly Black, 
Rainbow Rowell, Laini Taylor, etc.) 
come together to celebrate the 
holiday spirit in this anthology 
worthy of falling in love.

Noggin
— John Corey Whaley
Travis dies a teenager, but his head 
was removed and frozen until 
technology could catch up. He wakes 
up five years later, attached to a 
muscular body, to fight like hellfire to 
win his girlfriend back.

Rumble
— Ellen Hopkins
18-year old Matt’s atheism is 
solidified when his family falls apart, 
but life events call everything he has 
ever disbelieved into question. Stark 
verse explores concepts of faith 
and forgiveness, both of others and 
ourselves. 

Say What You Will
— Cammie McGovern
Amy was born with cerebral 
palsy, and Matthew is afflicted 
by obsessive compulsive disorder. 
When both start spending more time 
together, their lives will never be the 
same.

Truth About Alice
— Jennifer Mathieu
Alice is a slut, and it’s her fault 
Brandon is dead.”  Some of the 
people spreading this rumor used 
to be Alice’s friends.  Four different 
viewpoints, four different stories, 
and all of them only think they know 
what really happened.

We Are the Goldens
—Dana Reinhardt
Sisterhood is tested when two siblings 
must keep a secret or lose each other 
forever. This is a poignant coming-of-
age story where a teen must choose 
to be herself or carry the heavy load of 
her beloved sister.


